
 MEDITECH’s  Revenue  Cycle  solution  automates  every  aspect  of  an  organization’s  billing  and  collection 
 efforts  across  the  care  continuum,  including  acute,  continuing  care,  and  ambulatory.  Support  for  both 
 centralized  and  decentralized  billing  along  with  our  integrated  charge  capture,  conflict  checking, 
 payer-specific  claim  generation,  and  denial  management  capabilities  all  help  to  reduce  AR  days  and  ensure 
 optimal  reimbursement.  In  addition,  users  can  readily  manage  accounts  and  monitor  the  organization’s 
 financial health through our streamlined worklists and interactive reporting tools. 

 Manage All Processes from a Centralized, Consolidated Desktop 
 Our Patient Accounting Desktop is a centralized desktop that allows all account representatives to manage 
 their daily workflows. From this desktop, you can view, manage, and process all financial aspects of one or 
 more patient or guarantor accounts—including transactions, bills, claims, collections, and denials. Account 
 representatives can also: 

 ●  Access an Account Summary to preview essential demographic, insurance, and coding information. 
 ●  View all of the guarantor’s patient accounts from a consolidated financial summary screen. 
 ●  Add top priority accounts, such as high balance accounts, to a Watch List for close monitoring. 
 ●  Preview a bill with different proration rules and review details from a previous bill. 
 ●  View the online claim image and edit the header, footer, and details of paper or electronic claims. 
 ●  Seamlessly transition between a summary and EDI view for claim remittance data. 
 ●  Review a color-coded timeline of automated collection events. 
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 Streamline Workflow with Automated Worklists and Messaging 
 To streamline workflow in your patient accounting office, each account representative is automatically 
 assigned daily worklists or tasks for completion. Depending on a person’s responsibilities, assigned accounts 
 will fall on their schedule based on account checks, charge rejections, client tasks, credit balance accounts, 
 danger accounts, denial management, pre-bad debt accounts, and tasks. Using worklists, account 
 representatives are able to: 

 ●  Quickly act on flagged accounts, transactions, tasks, and account checks. 
 ●  Process bad debt accounts, account checks, and HCPCS discrepancies. 
 ●  Build individualized worklists to organize accounts based on user-defined criteria. 
 ●  Communicate with staff using our inherent, secure messaging capabilities to rectify issues. 

 Establish Charge and Reimbursement Rates Across Your System 
 Consistent and accurate charge capture starts at the point of patient care. Tight integration between 
 Revenue Cycle and the rest of MEDITECH Expanse ensures all departmental, clinical, and ambulatory 
 applications automatically post charges to patient accounts, eliminating lost charges. This inherent 
 integration is based on MEDITECH comprehensive chargemaster, containing current, historic, and future 
 effective dates, along with respective charge amounts for all items and procedures. 

 Furthermore, MEDITECH’s contract management functionality enables your organization to easily enter 
 contract terms in the system to calculate expected reimbursements. Account representatives can 
 incorporate the following reimbursement methods: procedure codes, revenue codes, DRG, ICD, or PPS 
 codes, and account type. You can also choose to take adjustments at the time of billing or remittance. 

 Track and Reduce the Likelihood of Denied Claims 
 MEDITECH’s Revenue Cycle solution provides proactive conflict checks to ensure claims have all necessary 
 information prior to submission. Additionally, with our denial management capabilities, you can efficiently 
 analyze current sources of denials to prevent them in the future. Denial information is automatically routed 
 to the user’s worklist when receiving electronic remits from payers via ANSI 835 or when posting remit 
 batches. Account representatives can manage and resolve all assigned issues, filter assigned accounts to 
 prioritize workload, and view rejected dollar amounts. 

 Generate Multiple Bill Types, One Statement, Claim Forms, and Track 
 Remittances 
 Your organization can automatically generate an unlimited number of bills (e.g., final, interim, date range, 
 and late) based on facility-defined billing cycles by insurance and account types. You can also create one 
 statement combining all acute and ambulatory charges captured throughout MEDITECH Expanse. Other 
 features of Revenue Cycle include the ability to: 

 ●  Collect and record patient co-pays prior to discharge and provide receipts. 
 ●  Provide one patient-friendly statement, with a clear description of all charges. 
 ●  Submit UB04, 1500, AND 837 I/P claims. 
 ●  Electronically post 835 batches to the appropriate claim. 
 ●  Perform secondary billing based on receipts/elapsed days without activity. 
 ●  Generate cycle statements, including patient messages and automatic interest posting. 
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 Follow up on Collections to Minimize AR Days 
 Using our centralized Collection Support features, staff can follow up on outstanding balances and process 
 account or guarantor tasks, notes, and letters. Seamless integration enables the sharing of financial notes 
 created in different departments across multiple facilities. In addition, a visual representation of automated 
 collection stream events are displayed in a color-coded chart by days/buckets for each account. Account 
 representatives can expand or compress the number of days displayed, and even add, remove, or alter 
 events in the collection stream timeline. When managing collections, users can: 

 ●  Create tasks attached to a specific category—such as bill, charge code, coding, and management 
 review—and assign deadlines and account representatives. 

 ●  Enter free or quick text notes on patient or guarantor accounts and view notes and reminders. 
 ●  Direct communication across all departments. 
 ●  Generate letters for new accounts, existing bills, or non-billing related activity. 
 ●  View all insurance balances for a single patient or guarantor. 
 ●  Automate the assignment of bad debt status to eligible patient bills. 

 Proactively Monitor Performance Using the Financial Status Desktop 
 MEDITECH’s Financial Status Desktop is an interactive reporting tool, which can be used by management to 
 monitor your organization’s financial health. From this desktop, managers can access high-level graphical or 
 tabular views of your receivables, revenue, cash flow, RVUs, membership, and registration statistics, claims, 
 monitored worklists, billing tasks, account checks, and insurance denials. Managers can: 

 ●  View daily, monthly, and yearly statistical displays and trend financial data. 
 ●  Select any desktop view to print or download as a tab delimited .TXT file. 
 ●  Access General Ledger data relevant to your financial status and drill down to the specific GL account 

 for more details. 
 ●  Monitor staff productivity by reviewing the number of outstanding tasks per account representative. 
 ●  Review provider revenue by responsible, admitting, and performing physician or surgeon. 
 ●  Establish organizational goals and compare with current financial statistics. 
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 Realize the Benefits of Integration 
 System-wide integration improves reimbursement by minimizing lost charges, reducing claim rejections 
 due to missing information, and lowering AR days. Benefits include: 

 ●  Automatic receipt of charges from other MEDITECH applications. 
 ●  Proactive charge reconciliation for accurate revenue, billing, and reimbursement. 
 ●  Receipt of diagnosis and procedure codes from Abstracting. 
 ●  Bi-directional updates of demographic and insurance data via Registration. 
 ●  Submission of billing and patient refund data to the General Ledger. 
 ●  Scanning and indexing billing documents via Scanning and Archiving. 
 ●  Submission of patient and insurance refund information to Accounts Payable. 
 ●  Access to view, edit, and create referrals via Authorization and Referral Management. 
 ●  Comprehensive financial and revenue cycle analysis through Business and Clinical Analytics. 

 For more information, contact  a MEDITECH Account Executive. 
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